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Let’s think about these -
• Students are accustomed to solving problems from time 
domain.

- How about frequency domain measurement?

• Does FFT meet the basic requirement of frequency 
domain measurement?

- Is the frequency resolution sufficient? Is it easy to operate?

• The spectrum analyzer is expensive and the repair cost 
is also not cheap.

- Is one spectrum analyzer per student possible in the Lab?
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Presentator
Presentatienotities
DSO is an indispensable instrument for students (or engineers) to measure signals during electronic experiment courses. The majority of students are used to observing signals from time domain. However, observing signals from frequency domain is much easier to understand signal’s characteristics (such as modulated signals).   Most students(or engineers) are not aware of the correlation between the sample rate of time domain signal and the frequency of DUT’s signal while operating FFT. A correct spectrum cannot be observed if the horizontal scale can’t be appropriately set..It is because the restriction that middle to low end oscilloscopes can not meet the measurement requirement of frequency domain. Without a doubt, the optimal measurement equipment for frequency domain signal is spectrum analyzer. However, its high precision and high unit price often result in an expensive maintenance cost if not properly operated. The debut of MDO-2000E has realized the possibility of one student one spectrum analyzer. 
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The Functionalities for Time and Frequency Domain
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Time Domain Frequency Domain

High Speed Waveform Update

Dozens of Measurement

Autoset

FFT

Waveform MATH

Digital Filter

X-Y Mode

Serial Bus Trigger and Decode

10M pts Record Length

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Today, there are so many functions for time domain measurement in the DSO. But there is only FFT function for frequency domain measurement. Is it sufficient?
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Does FFT Meet The Basic Requirement of Frequency 
Domain Measurement?

FFT

•Range: DC to half the sampling 
frequency.

•Resolution: Depends on length 
of FFT and sampling frequency.

Spectrum Analyzer

•Range: Depends on fstart and fstop.

•Resolution: depends on RBW.

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The above figure shows the result of FFT calculation. There are thousands of amplitude mapping from DC to half the sampling frequency.  The calculation speed depends on the CPU computing power and length of FFT. The frequency resolution depends on sampling frequency and length of FFT.The below figure shows the measurement range of a Spectrum Analyzer. It depends on the start frequency and stop frequency(or center frequency and Span). The frequency resolution depends on the value of RBW(Resolution Bandwidth).  The measurement speed depends on the ratio of SPAN/RBW(sweep points).
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Middle to low end oscilloscopes only provide 2k point FFT 
calculation, which does not have sufficient frequency resolution 

to observe modulated signals.  

D
C Fs/2 →

Test signal: FSK
sine wave
500mVpp
fmax: 10.2MHz
fmin: 10.0MHz
data rate: 10.0kHz

fmax or fmin ?

General FFT on the DSO

Presentator
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The results of 2k point FFT calculation are half real (1000 lots) and half imaginary (1000 lots). 1000 amplitudes are produced after taking the absolute value . Correlating the frequency range from DC to half the sampling rate yields a rough resolution, which can not meet the observation requirement of modulated signals.  The above display from Brand R oscilloscope was set to sampling rate of 100MPS.  It is estimated that its horizontal resolution is 50kHz (100MHz/2000). In fact, we can not distinguish fmax from fmin under this resolution.  Even we reduce or increase sampling rate or increase memory depth, we still can not distinguish fmax and fmin. The biggest problem lies in insufficient FFT points, hence, leading to an insufficient frequency resolution.



Key Factors:
- Length of FFT

- CPU Computing Power

RBW = Sampling Rate / Length of FFT

Example: 
The different RBW values when 
measuring 10MHz signal.

1,000 point FFT:
RBW = 1GSPS/1000 = 1MHz
RBW = 50MSPS/1000 = 50kHz

100k point FFT:
RBW = 1GSPS/100k = 10kHz
RBW = 50MSPS/100k = 500Hz

Most DSO has single core CPU 
with clock below 500MHz, has 
limited floating point computing 
capability => It’s difficult to 
provide more than 10k FFT.

MDO-2000E adopts Zynq SoC(dual 1GHz ARM Cortex-A9,FPU 
and NEON coprocessor) can provide up to 1M point FFT.

Presentator
Presentatienotities
 The impact posed by insufficient FFT points and insufficient CPU computing power:   - The FFT functionality is restricted to the sampling frequency and length of FFT. Users often encounter boundary condition while operating FFT and experience a hindered operation.  - Can not provide sufficient measurement information
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The Spectrum Analyzer is expensive and the repair 
cost is also not cheap
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.Students without sufficient experience in precision instruments will cause a 
high repair cost if not paying attention to the operating procedure. 

9kHz ~ 3GHz

9kHz ~ 1.5GHz

100Hz ~ 8GHz

Presentator
Presentatienotities
10*log(1W/1mW)=10*log(1000)=30dBm =>  30dBm = 1WAll spectrum analyzers are clearly labeled by the maximum input DC voltage and withstand power (as shown on the left diagrams). Mistakes will occur if not paying attention. Material on the right is an application note from a manufacturer to explain how to avoid damage on SA because of improper usage.The spectrum analyzer of MDO-2000E utilizes the Front End circuit of oscilloscope. Therefore, its vertical accuracy can’t compete with the general spectrum analyzer. But the wider voltage input range, under normal application conditions, can directly test the frequency domain signal with DC component without damaging the instrument. , The MDO-2000E series is very suitable for electronic experiment courses in college and universities, Allowing each student to learn the proper usage of SA.(The structure of MDO-2000E is based upon oscilloscope hardware platform that can not replace general spectrum analyzer due to the structural restriction. Users with precise amplitude requirement, please purchase GW Instek GSP series spectrum analyzers.)
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The brand new definition of mid-class oscilloscope-MDO-2000E 
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Presentator
Presentatienotities
 Simultaneously meet the measurement requirement of time domain and frequency domain 



• MDO-2000E provides time domain waveform from 
each channel with easy-to-use frequency domain 
measurement function.

•Meet the measurement requirement of electronic 
experiment courses and allow students to learn how to 
observe signals under frequency domain so as to 
cultivate problem solving capability for frequency 
domain.   

•Operation is identical to that of the general spectrum 
analyzer. 

Features

Presentator
Presentatienotities
The shortcomings of MDO-2000E SA (case by case elaboration)Vertical resolution can not compete with that of the general frequency sweeping SA. For the maximum frequency bandwidth, there will be a substantial attenuation (-3dB)  The SA update rate of MDO-2000E will be slower because of large computing under Span : large RBW ratio and smaller RBW (higher resolution) (Most of the time, its update rate is faster than that of conventional Swept and tuned spectrum analyzer) For users with SA vertical precision requirement, please advise them to purchase GW Instek GSP series. 



Digital 
Signal 
Process
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A/D 
Converter

High Speed 
Sampling 
System 

Video 
BW FilterAttenuator

Down 
Converter

IF 
Amplifier

RBW 
Filter

Log 
Amplifier

Local
Oscillator

Ramp 
Generator Display

Display

Swept Tuned Spectrum Analyzer

MDO-2000E’s Spectrum Analyzer

System Block Diagram

Zynq SoC(FPGA + Dual Cortex-A9 CPU)

Envelope
Detector
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Use FPGA high speed sampling system to compete with the down converter of spectrum analyzer. Use  Digital Signal Process to compete with RBW(Resolution Bandwidth) Filter and SA waveform processing. The large computing requirement is processed by  Zynq SoC high speed dual core processor (ARM Cortex-A9, 1GHz)The computing amount of MDO-2000E SA is five times to that of general FFT. This function can not be realized if not utilizing such a high efficient processor. 



The Core Component – Zynq SoC

Presentator
Presentatienotities
* Utilized Xilinx Zynq SoC includes:FPGA programmable logic circuit (yellow area on the lower left)MDO-2000E utilizes Xilinx Zynq Soc platform as the core for waveform processing and calculation. The internal Dual Core Cortex-A9 CPU (with 1GHz clock), NEON coprocessor and FPU (Floating-Point Unit) satisfy huge calculation requirements. Some mid to entry level oscilloscopes from other brands are using single core CPU and most of their clocks are under 500MHz, which can’t meet the requirements of large calculation demands. * Right diagram shows MDO-2000E utilizing Zynq SoC.



Manual Operation(1)

Presentator
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Source: CH1 ~ CH4Spectrum Traces: Normal, Max Hold, Min Hold, Average.Detection: Can be set as Normal, Max Hold…etc. Trace can be set as fixed spacing selected point or maximum value, minimum value, average to display spectrum. Freq&Span: Set center frequency and frequency range and quickly set green triangle indicated frequency on the center of the screen. Bandwidth: Set frequency resolution and window function. Amplitude: Set vertical unit, scale and locationAWG: Quickly switch to AWG menu to easily observe signal changes on spectrum. Take this display as an example, select right F2 soft key on LCD and use Variable knob to set Span by a unit of 10Mhz (rough adjustment)



Manual operation(2)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Select Center, Span, Start, Stop(frequency) and press Select to enter for value input. 



Manual operation(3)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Since the computing result shows each column is corresponding with several lots of data, we can set different sampling method for different Trace.   Fixed spacing sampling or maximum, minimum, average can be set. 



Manual operation (4)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
RBW can be set manually or automatically Span: RBW ratio can be 1000:1. 2000:1 or 5000:1 (the larger the ratio the more lots of data corresponding to each column )The SA computing of MDS-2000E is based on FFT, therefore, different window functions can be selected to conduct waveform computation. 



Manual Operation(5)

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Vertical unit can be set as dBV RMS, Linear RMS, dBm Since the input impedance of MDO-2000E is 1M Ohm, when selecting dBm, BNC must be connected with a 50 Ohm feed-thru termination(GAK-003).AWG key on the lower right corner can quickly switch to AWG menu.



Spectrum analyzer comparison 
1. Compare with Agilent E4402B 3GHz spectrum analyzer 
2. Compare with Tektronix MDO-3000 series .

Agilent E4402B

Tek MDO-3000



Compared with E4402B – AM Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 1MHz
AM Freq. 50kHz
Depth 50%

• CF, Span, RBW are the same
• E4402B Marker:

1.00MHz  -14.27dBm.
• MDO-2000E Marker:

1.00MHz  -14.4dBm.

CF    1 MHz
Span 1 MHz
RBW 1 kHz

CF    1 MHz
Span 1 MHz
RBW 1 kHz

Presentator
Presentatienotities
CF: 1MHz, Span: 1MHz, RBW: 1kHzUnder this setting, E4402B updates SA every 2.5 secUnder this setting, MDO-2000E updates SA every 36 msAttention:  when MDO-2000E selecting dBm for vertical level, BNC must be connected with a  50 Ohm feed-thru termination  to obtain a correct measurement value. 



Compared with E4402B – FM Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 15MHz
FM Freq. 50kHz
Freq. Deviation 5MHz

• E4402B Marker:
10.2MHz -25.51dBm

• MDO-2000E Marker:
10.14MHz -26.4dBM

CF   15 
MHz
Span 20 
MHz
RBW  10 
kHz

CF   15 
MHz
Span 20 
MHz
RBW  20 
kHz

Presentator
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 CF: 15MHz, Span: 20MHz, E4402B RBW: 10kHz, MDO-2000E RBW: 20kHzAlthough the RBW of MDO-2000E is larger, from the display we can tell that the frequency resolution of E4402B is not higher. Under this setting, E4402B updates SA every 500 msUnder this setting, MDO-2000E updates SA every 34 ms



Compared with E4402B – FM Signal

CF   15 
MHz
Span  5 
MHz
RBW   3 
kHz

CF   15 
MHz
Span  5 
MHz
RBW  
2.5kHz

Zoom In x4

Presentator
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* Two instruments can not be set under the same settings. We can only compare them with the closest. As shown on the displays, spectrums are very close.    



Compared with E4402B – FM Signal

CF   15 
MHz
Span  2 
MHz
RBW   1 
kHz

CF   15 
MHz
Span  2 
MHz
RBW   1 
kHz

Zoom In x10
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* As shown on the displays, spectrums are very close. 



Compared with E4402B – FM Signal

CF   15 
MHz
Span  1 
MHz
RBW   1 
kHz

CF   15 
MHz
Span  1 
MHz
RBW   1 
kHz

Zoom In x20
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* As shown on the displays, spectrums are very close. 



Compared with E4402B – FM Signal

• E4402B Marker:
10.188MHz -25.81dBm

• MDO-2000E Marker:
10.187MHz -25.6dBm

CF  10.2 
MHz
Span 500 
kHz
RBW  1 kHz

CF  10.2 
MHz
Span 500 
kHz
RBW  500 
Hz

Zoom In x40
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* Two instruments can not be set under the same settings (E4402B’s minimum  RBW is 1kHz). We can only compare them by the closest settings. As shown on the displays, spectrums are very close.    



Compared with E4402B – FSK Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 10MHz
Hop Freq. 10.2MHz
FSK Rate 10kHz

• E4402B Marker:
10.2MHz  -14.71dBm.

• MDO-2000E Marker:
10.2MHz  -15.2dBm.

CF  10 MHz
Span 5 
MHz
RBW  3 
kHz

CF  10 MHz
Span 5 
MHz
RBW  5 
kHz

Presentator
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 CF: 10MHz, Span: 5MHz, E4402B RBW: 3kHz, MDO-2000E RBW: 5kHzAlthough the RBW of MDO-2000E is larger, from the display we can tell that the frequency resolution of E4402B is poorer (there are 401 points for E4402B display and 1000 points for MDO-2000E). Under this setting, E4402B updates SA every 1.389 sec. Under this setting, MDO-2000E updates SA every 250 ms



Compared with MDO3000 – AM Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 1MHz
AM Freq. 50kHz
Depth 50%

• MDO-3000 Marker:
1.00MHz  -14.4dBm.

• MDO-2000E Marker:
1.00MHz  -14.4dBm.



Compared with MDO3000 – FM Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 15MHz
FM Freq. 50kHz
Freq. Deviation 5MHz

• MDO-3000 Marker:
10.20MHz -25.4dBm

• MDO-2000E Marker:
10.14MHz -25.6dBm



Compared with MDO3000 – FSK Signal
Input signal:
Sine wave 10MHz
Hop Freq. 10.2MHz
FSK Rate 10kHz

• MDO-3000 Marker:
10.2MHz  -14.6dBm.

• MDO-2000E Marker:
10.2MHz  -15.2dBm.



Observe high frequency signals and 
live demo.



Observing high frequency signals
Use FLUKE 5820A oscilloscope calibrator to input 5Vpp sine wave, 
frequencies: 20MHz, 50MHz, 100MHz, 200MHz, 300MHz, 
400MHz, 499MHz, 500MHz

50 Ohm feed thru termination

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Must use a 50 Ohm feed thru termination



20M
Hz

50MH
z

Sine Wave
5Vpp 
20MHz 

CF   125 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz

CF   125 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz

Presentator
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Top display shows MDO-2000E’s spectrum from FLUKE 5820A  to output 5Vpp 20MHz and 50MHzThe vertical scale of MDO-2000E is 1V/div (lower left display)(Harmonic shown on the display is the actual output of FLUKE 5820A and it is not sampled by MDO-2000E)



200M
Hz

100M
Hz

CF   125 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz

CF   125 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz

Presentator
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MDO-2000E Vertical scale: 1V/div.Displays show MDO-2000E’s spectrum from FLUKE 5820A  to output 5Vpp 100MHz and 200MHz (Harmonic shown on the display is the actual output of FLUKE 5820A and it is not sampled by MDO-2000E)



400M
Hz

300M
Hz

CF   375 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz

CF   375 
MHz
Span 250 
MHz
RBW  250 
kHz
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MDO-2000E Vertical scale: 1V/div.Displays show MDO-2000E’s spectrum from FLUKE 5820A  to output 5Vpp 300MHz and 400MHz



500M
Hz

499M
Hz

Sine Wave
5Vpp 
500MHz 

CF   495 
MHz
Span  10 
MHz
RBW   10 
kHz

CF   495 
MHz
Span  10 
MHz
RBW   10 
kHz
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Lower left display shows MDO-2000E capturing 5Vpp 500MHz Sine wave at 1V/div, now waveform has been attenuated to smaller than one graticule and the sampling rate has reached the ceiling by theory, therefore, waveform amplitude is very unstable . Nevertheless, the measured frequency is still correct. Top and right displays show MDO-2000E’s spectrum from FLUKE 5820A  to output 5Vpp 499MHz and 500MHz



A Live Demo
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A near field probe is used to measure RF signal frequency of a Ford’s remote control.  Without using a RF amplifier, MDO-2000E can obtain a correct frequency under the settings of  5mV/div, Center Frequency of 434MHz, Span as 100MHz, and RBW as 100kHz. A 50 Ohm feed thru termination was not used because the sensing voltage for near field probe is very smaller. (This application example has not been actually tested by customers. We are looking forward to seeing more industrial application cases explored by sales colleagues.)



MDO-2000E Series 

One Oscilloscope ,Two Domains

200/100/70MHz DSO

Presentator
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Multi domain oscilloscope and all in one. There are three frequencies for selection.  



MDO-2000E Series 

36

Spectrum 
Analyzer

25MHz Dual 
Channel

AWG

5,000 Counts 
DMM

1A/5V 
Power 
supply

MDO-2000EG V V

MDO-2000EX V V V V

Presentator
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Two models: MDO-2000EG, MDO-2000EX



Q & A  Discussion
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